Hello
If this email is not displaying properly, you can read it here.
This has been an interesting few weeks with some mandates being lifted and two of our
doctors being exonerated in the District Court. We would like to celebrate, but we are
cautious, as much work remains while Ardern and her people continue to promote harmful
measures.
We would like to acknowledge all those who protested, spoke out, donated, wrote to the
authorities, served Notices of Liabilities and laid complaints with the police. Without all of us
having worked together to let the government know of their responsibilities and that we do
not accept their measures, many of us would not be in a position to go to a cafe today.
Lets take a moment to draw breath, connect, hug, regroup and recharge. This newsletter
brings you commentary on the District Court ruling and the mandates and information on
who is really coming down with Covid and who is filling up the hospitals, how the World
Health Organization is steadily removing the sovereignty from nations and individuals, as
well as what you can do to raise awareness of the micro-tech in Pfizer Comirnaty injections.
Finally we end on a note of joyful living.

Mandates: Not Even Close - It's Time For
Ardern to Come To the Table & For New
Zealanders to Stand Up For Themselves
So we have some "freedoms" back? They were no-ones to take - not Ardern's, not
Bloomfield's and not Hipkin's. They are our freedoms and no-one can have them. New
Zealanders are grown-ups who need to stand-up for themselves, take personal responsibility
and let Ardern and her minions know that they serve us and not the other way round.
NZDSOS will not rest until we can have adult conversation with politicians and regulators
about the following:

1. The actual numbers of those affected by SARS-CoV-2
2. The actual numbers of those adversely affected by the Covid-19 injections
3. The criteria that are used to determine causality, or otherwise, of post-vaccination
death
4. What is actually in the vaccine and what is in the contract with Pfizer
5. The increasing evidence for trivial, if any, benefits and huge risk for those taking the
injections
6. The science addressing the benefits and harms of lockdowns, social distancing,
obsessive sanitising and masks
7. The reliability of the PCR test and the cycle threshold used, as well as the Rapid
Antigen Tests
8. The suppression of early treatment
9. The blatant ignoring of general health
10. The censorship and / or ignoring of anyone besides their hand-picked "experts"
11. The conflicts of interest that the hand-picked "expert'' have
12. The use of media and psychological measures to influence behaviour of the
population
13. Who is benefiting.
NZDSOS will also not rest until New Zealanders realise what is going on and then make their
choices. We get that it is hard to admit that we have been conned or that we were wrong in
embracing the Covid-19 measures - to be kind and keep Nana safe. Most of us were doing
this with the best intentions, but we know better now. We actually harmed Nana in the name
of safety. Perhaps, as doctors we are lucky, as we often have to admit we get things wrong.
This helps us to be better doctors. So lets admit that masking, lock-downs and the C-19
vaccines are harmful and that we were conned.
NZDSOS remains of the opinion that members of the public are intelligent enough to be able
to listen to a variety of views and figure out whether what they are hearing makes sense to
them or not. We have confidence that the public can make their own decisions and don't need
to be kept safe, sheltered from unofficial sources of information or hear only from a single
source of truth.
When you go into that cafe, the supermarket or the school, show your face. It is what makes
us human. Covering your face does not help to stop the spread of viruses and can be harmful,
especially to children. We urge you to Be Brave and take that first step to reducing fear and
reclaiming freedom.
We can do this.
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world;
indeed, it's the only thing that every has." Margaret Mead
For more information on your rights when asked to wear a mask, see this resource from
Voices for Freedom.

Vaccinated and Boosted vs Unvaccinated What Do the Numbers Tell Us?

Dr Guy Hatchard, PhD looks at numbers from both Canada and New Zealand. He draws two
conclusions:
1. The Unvaccinated are better off with regard to Covid cases and hospitalisations
2. The numbers are being manipulated and obsufacted either by accident or by design.
Read these two articles and judge for yourself.
New Zealand Numbers
Canadian Numbers

Microtech in the C-19 Injections
We have written to the Government and Medsafe, we have presented at the NZ Health Select
Committee and we have given evidence to the police. The silence in return has been
deafening.
This topic is of the utmost importance and it is imperative that it is investigated. We are very
concerned as to what the implications of this microtech may be. This video explains some
possibilities.
If we are indisputably shown to be tin-foil-hat-wearing conspiracy theorists, we would be
very relieved. We are motivated to protect the vaccinated from any actual or potential harm
and are still waiting for any evidence to the contrary. We are asking those who are meant to
be protecting us to investigate.
Here's how you can help:
•

Download the presentation pdf on the link in the picture below and take this to your
local police-people and police stations

•
•
•

Download the NZLSOS letter to accompany the presentation
Start researching microtech and nanotech and it's use in the military
Join or form local groups and get active - protest and demand that this is investigated,
serve NOLs on those who turn a blind eye. Remind the police that acting on orders to
ignore evidence will be no defense for crimes against humanity, as Nuremberg
proved.

Click / tap the picture for the presentation
"The world will not be destroyed by those who do evil, but by those who watch them without
doing anything." Albert Einstein

District Court Ruling in Favour of
NZDSOS Doctors
On Friday we celebrated the news that Drs Shelton and Canaday won their appeals against
the Medical Council (MCNZ) suspension of their practising certificates. We are waiting for
the formal judgement but in the interim are pleased that it has been acknowledged that the
MCNZ is expected to act within the laws of New Zealand.
Doctors Shelton and Canaday are part of a group of doctors who are being investigated by the
MCNZ for nothing more than upholding their oath of First Do No Harm and trying to obtain
Full Informed Consent. We wait with interest the outcomes for the other doctors who are

currently suspended and those whose practising certificates hang in the balance. We want to
thank everyone who has been so supportive in many different ways.
The doctors of NZDSOS are risking their careers, reputations and incomes to speak their
truth. They are certainly not benefitting in a material way. The STRONGLY
DISPROPORTIONATE measures being undertaken by the MCNZ have not been seen in our
lifetimes as doctors, and we fail to see any justification for the statements of Curtis Walker
(Chairman of MCNZ) or the actions of the MCNZ. We cannot but question if the individuals
of the MCNZ are either being threatened, misled or are benefitting from their actions.
Finally, Dr Walker's statements to media that there is "indisputable evidence" that
transmission and disease is decreased by vaccination is at odds with almost all experts,
including the government's own, as well as the experience of many thousands of Kiwis who
currently have Covid! More on this soon.

Pandemic Treaty
While a Global Pandemic Treaty may sound like a good idea, we urge you to take a deeper
look at what this means to us as individuals and as a nation.
World Health Organization Pandemic Treaty

New Website Category: Excess Deaths
Finally we have added a new website category on Excess Death Rates. With the numbers
being manipulated and deaths with- and of- Covid being less than transparent, there is one
statistic that can be relied on: Excess Death Rates. This can be defined as the difference
between the expected deaths in a time period and the actual deaths. This graph from
Ourworldindata actually shows a negative excess death rate in 2020 (the year of the
pandemic), a higher excess death rate in early 2021 and a possible upward trend in 2022. The
financial and insurance sectors are also starting to notice increased deaths amongst 18-64
year old people that are not from Covid. More questions are being asked about the
relationship of the C-19 vaccinations and these excess deaths.

Excess Deaths in New Zealand Jan 2020 - March 2022
We will be bringing you more information as we can. Please rate our posts as you see fit.
There is a concerted effort to give us poor ratings. Hopefully that means that at least someone
from the mainstream is being educated.

"Despite all the horror, still the joy far outweighs the suffering. I was reminded of that today
by a huge flock of geese calling exuberantly as they flew south. Why are they constantly
calling out instead of conserving their energy for flight? Maybe there is a “scientific”
explanation (something about dominance order or flock aerodynamic adjustments), but in
that moment I knew—I could hear it plainly—that they were calling from a surfeit of life
force, from the irrepressible joy of being alive, like a boy shouting “Yee-haw! Yippee!” as he
plays in the surf."
Charles Eisenstein
Donate here
Join us
Online Clinic

